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1 Introduction

Computational thinking (CT) has been described as a general analytic approach to problem solving, designing systems, and understanding human behaviors [24, 25, 26, 6]. The integration of CT within the K12 curriculum has also been argued for by the ACM committee on K12 education [9], and has become a focus of several researchers on educational computing [20, 19, 13, 8].

There are many efforts around the world to introduce children to computer programming, such as code.org, Khan Academy [12], LEGO Mindstorms and the Raspberry Pi [18]. Earlier efforts in the 1980s involved the LOGO programming language [17]. Visual programming languages have come to play a prominent role in this movement and have been used to teach children programming [13, 11, 19] as well as using computational modeling to teach and learn science [20, 3]. However, most of these efforts focus exclusively on the computer and neglect an equally important concept, the network. This is of course completely understandable: you need to learn how to program a computer before you can create networked/distributed applications. Nevertheless, the majority of computer applications we and our children interact with daily rely on the network to provide their functionality. The web, texting, Twitter, Facebook and other social networks, multiplayer games, Pandora, Netflix, Amazon, Siri, Google Maps and YouTube are just a few of the most popular examples. Even embedded systems are becoming networked at a rapid pace with cars and home automation being the prime examples. Teaching distributed programming then constitutes both a necessity and a great opportunity. It is a necessity, because distributed computing is rapidly becoming part of basic computer literacy. And it is also an opportunity, because children already use the technology every day and their natural curiosity will provide excellent motivation for them to learn more about it.

We believe that it is not enough to introduce computer programming into the K12 curriculum, but it also necessary to teach distributed computing concepts to children. At the college level, the ACM IEEE Computer Science curriculum (2013) [23] advocates introducing the following topics to CS students: asynchronous and synchronous communication, reliable and unreliable protocols, and the need for concurrency in operating systems. We argue that with the help of a carefully designed visual representation, an intuitive user interface and a sophisticated cloud-based infrastructure, it will be possible to teach some of the key underlying concepts of distributed computation to high school students. To this end, we have developed a new learning environment called NetsBlox which extends the Snap! visual programming paradigm and environment [22]. NetsBlox introduces a few carefully selected abstractions that enables children to create distributed computing applications.

We have built NetsBlox upon Snap! because it is one of the most mature and widely used approaches, it is open source and we have significant experience using and teaching it. Furthermore, the visual formalism of Snap! (and Scratch) constitutes an excellent starting point because it
supports concurrency [16, 14]. Sprites run in parallel and each script runs in its own thread. The
keyboard and the mouse generate events that scripts can handle and scripts can generate and
handle custom events. NetsBlox builds on these concepts to supply primitives for synchronization
and communication across computers providing a gentle introduction to distributed computing.

We believe that the main appeal of NetsBlox is the increased motivation it provides because
young learners will be able to create new classes of programs that are currently out of reach.
For example, multiplayer video games are very popular with children and NetsBlox supports the
creation of non-trivial gaming programs. Real-time games with 3D scene rendering are obviously
beyond the realm of possibilities. However strategy games, turn-based board games and games
that include slower paced animation are quite feasible. In addition, NetsBlox applications can be
hosted on phones and tablets. Just imagine an average high school student creating a multi-player
game, running it on her phone and playing against a friend over the Internet after just a few weeks
of instruction. That is the promise of NetsBlox.

Furthermore, there are a large number of publicly available interesting data sets on the web.
Examples include the weather [27], air pollution [1], seismic data [5], astronomy [21], real-time
traffic information [15] and many others. Typically the data is visualized on a given website, but
in many cases a public API is available to access the data programmatically. The NetsBlox server
already provides access to a select set of interesting data sources. These are available from NetsBlox
programs via a simple abstraction called Remote Procedure Call (RPC). Essentially these services
provide a mapping between NetsBlox RPC calls and the corresponding API of the public data
service. For example, the NetsBlox Weather Service has a remote procedure called "temperature
at" that takes arguments for the place and time and returns the corresponding temperature. A
second RPC returns a weather icon corresponding to current conditions. In the background, they
silently invoke the proper call on the OpenWeatherMap API to get the data.

The possibilities are quite literally limitless. With NetsBlox, children are able to create all
kinds of imaginative applications that utilize the wealth of information provided to them using a
single, simple abstraction. One potential difficulty is that much of the data are geospatial. To
help students make use of it, NetsBlox integrates Google Maps as an interactive background. See
Figure 1. Displaying real-time data on an interactive map using a Scratch-like easy-to-use visual
programming language is one of the most attractive features of NetsBlox.

![Figure 1: Weather Application in NetsBlox](image)
2 Distributed Programming Primitives

The key design decision for NetsBlox was the selection of distributed programming primitives manifesting themselves as visual abstractions. In order for the students to engage with the technology and be able to learn the basics of distributed computation, these needed to be intuitive, easy-to-grasp and show the essence of important concepts while hiding unnecessary complexity. The two distributed programming primitives NetsBlox supports are Messages and Remote procedure Calls (RPC).

Communication is supported by Messages. Messages are very similar to Events already present in Snap! Basically, a Message is an Event that contains data payload. Users will be able to drag and drop one or more variables on the “send msg” block (called broadcast for events in Snap!). On the receiver side, when they pick the given message from the list of available ones, these data items will appear in the “when I receive” block header showing the appropriate names, as shown in Figure 2.

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is the highest level of distributed abstraction NetsBlox employs. Snap! supports the specification of Custom Blocks which are essentially functions. The NetsBlox server provides remote procedures (functions appearing as custom blocks) accessible via RPC. This is necessary for getting access to public scientific databases and it is also very helpful in facilitating multiplayer games. For example, the client code may invoke an RPC to make the next move or get the number of players currently in the game.

The semantics of RPC is as expected: multiple input arguments, single output argument, pass-by-value and blocking call. These should be familiar to users of custom blocks. In the future, we will provide an additional facility: a (script) local variable called “error” represented by a red block. If the RPC was successful, the value of error will be the string “OK.” Other values will indicate various problems with the call, such as “timeout” or “bad argument”. In a curriculum using NetsBlox, the recommended way of using RPCs need to be explained: after a call, an if statement should check whether the value of the error variable is OK or not. If not, the user program is expected to handle the error according to the value of the error variable.

The final distributed programming primitive is the concept of a Room. A Room consists of Roles which are named NetsBlox clients. That is, a Room defines the NetsBlox clients which share a network and provides names for each client to facilitate messaging between clients. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Sending and receiving messages with data in NetsBlox

Figure 3: Sending messages to other NetsBlox clients
3 Illustrative Examples

To illustrate some of the concepts introduced above, let us consider a simple example. Figure 4 shows a trivial dice game. The idea is that two players both roll their dice and whoever has a higher number wins. In case of a tie, they roll again.

![Figure 4: The scripts of the Dice game](image)

The program is symmetrical in that both players use the exact same scripts. Whichever player clicks the green flag first starts the game. The script corresponding to the green flag clicking event broadcasts an event to another script that rolls the dice by picking a random number between 1 and six and sends a message to the other player with the result. This very same script will be executed by the other player too. This occurs because the green flag script also sends a message to the other player. When that message is received, its handler script broadcasts the same Start event which in turn, rolls the dice and send the value out to the first player.

When the message with the dice value arrives at either player, the corresponding script waits one second to perform lazy synchronization, i.e., to make sure that both players are in the same place. Then the script proceeds to compare its own dice value with the one that it received from the other side. If they are the same, it “rolls” again and sends the new value. Otherwise, the winner is declared with a text display on the stage.

It is interesting to note the message addressing in this example. All send blocks here used “everyone” as the addressee meaning every other role (player) in the current room (game). In a two-player game such as this, it simply means the single other player. Alternatively, one could select the name of the other role, but that would have resulted in slightly different scripts for the two players.

As a second example, consider an application that displays historical earthquake data. The program applies a combination of an RPC and messages. See Figure 5.

The application utilizes the interactive Google Map service just like the weather example in Figure 1. When the user clicks on the background, the program invokes the “trigger earthquake msgs” RPC. The server, in turn, collects the historical earthquake data from the web for the given geographic area and starts sending messages back to the client. One message per earthquake event is sent. The script that handles the Earthquake message simply displays the location with a red dot where the size of the dot is proportional to the magnitude of the given earthquake.
Finally, let us present a more complicated example: a two-player Tic-Tac-Toe game. We implemented it exclusively with peer-to-peer messages with no server support (in the form of RPCs). This means that the protocol required by the turn-based nature of the game needs to be implemented by the clients using messages only. We envision that for novice NetsBlox users, the environment will provide services to help with games, such as “two-player turn-based game” service or even specific helpers such as those that enforce the rules of a card game like poker. In fact, we have a much simpler implementation of Tic-Tac-Toe where the server decides whose turn it is and checks the status of the game, etc. The purpose of this exercise was to see how complicated the code for a simple game can get. In addition, this version uses a single sprite for one cell of the game board and cloning. It checks the game status on the client as well. Finally, it is symmetrical, that is, both clients run the exact same set of scripts. In other words, this is as complicated as a distributed Tic-Tac-Toe game can get in NetsBlox.

A game in progress is shown in Figure 6. Note that other than the “CheckBoard” and “initialize variables” custom blocks which are not complicated, all the scripts are shown in the figure. While a detailed explanation of the code is beyond the scope of this paper, note that only two message types are used: the start message that triggers the initialization of the game on the other client and the play message that communicates the latest move of one player to the other. Our conclusion after developing this game is that novice users will definitely need server side help to create multi-player games. However, advanced students should be able to design, implement and debug programs of this complexity.

Other applications that we have designed with NetsBlox include one that displays current air pollution info within the US and a chat program that illustrates a man-in-the-middle attack. It involves four Roles: two clients chat with each other using Caesar-shift encryption. Another Role overhears the conversation but only sees the garbled text. The fourth client program however, using a brute force decryption code using a small library of common words and is eventually able to crack the code. In another illustrative example, the users are able to create a simple database on the server that can store and retrieve data using key-value pairs.
NetsBlox requires a powerful yet easy-to-understand network model. It is important to note that the technical details described here are completely hidden from users. The core design principles of the network model are:

1. reducing the accidental complexities of distributed programming by eliminating tedious and error prone tasks, shielding the programmers from distracting technical details and common pitfalls that include firewalls, routing, address resolution, automatic reconnection, etc.,
2. uniform addressing and discovery scheme for distributed artifacts,
3. support for both synchronous and asynchronous communication.

We opted for virtual overlay network abstraction to achieve these goals. This facilitates direct, bidirectional, peer-to-peer communication between NetsBlox software artifacts, as if they were part of a local area network, without the need for explicit message routing. This overlay network is built on top of existing network technologies, but without one-to-one mapping between virtualized primitives and actual network packets and connections. For example, the NetsBlox server infrastructure emulates peer-to-peer message exchange between two remote scripts using reliable connections between several nodes (i.e., two clients and the server) to provide robust communication, as well as to enable instrumentation and centralized management capabilities.

NetsBlox provides two primary concepts to the NetsBlox programmer for managing the network: **Rooms** and **Roles**. The Room defines the virtual network for the associated client. Each NetsBlox project consists of a single Room which, in turn, consists of a number of uniquely named clients (Roles). These Roles are automatically discovered by the NetsBlox environment and the names are provided automatically when performing operations such as direct messaging within the network.

The Room is maintained by the project owner. This includes creating and removing Roles as well as quickly moving between roles to edit different clients. The owner can also collaborate with
other users on the project by inviting them to occupy a specific Role in the Room and maintain
the given client.

Containers: To extend the platforms supported beyond just web browsers, NetsBlox introduces
the concept of a container. A container is a hosting environment for applications that provides
a well-defined set of services, including network connectivity. NetsBlox provides containers for web-
browsers and Android devices. In the future, the container concept will be extended to support iOS
and networked embedded devices, such as the Raspberry PI, as well as server containers running
in the cloud. In contrast to web-based or mobile clients that may come and go, cloud containers
could be always on, making them an ideal choice to implement certain online services in the future.

Coordination: While it is be fairly straightforward to write a simple two-player game such as
Dice using only the Message primitive (see Section 3), games with more complicated rules, such as
chess, or with more than two players, such as bridge, can quickly become too complicated for the
budding NetsBlox programmer to design and implement without help or structure. In addition,
some applications may require a flexible network which accepts a variety of clients which may not
all be defined in the room. An example of this is creating a chat application as the number of
users (and consequently, the number of Roles in the Room) is unknown during development. In
applications such as these coordination becomes more challenging as the interacting clients should
not be restricting solely to the Roles defined in the Room; people should be able to create their
own chat client and join the chat freely.

NetsBlox addresses these problems by providing powerful RPCs for the user. NetsBlox RPCs
can maintain state, allowing them to manage more complex parts of applications (such as maintaining
board state in the games mentioned above). RPCs can also provide a solution to the problem
described in the chat example as they are not bound to the single room and can facilitate inter-room
communication.

Communication Protocol: If different applications (e.g. alternative game clients developed
by the students) need to communicate with each other, they need to follow a common communica-
tion protocol. NetsBlox facilitates the creation of these protocols by supporting the creation of user
declared message formats. After defining the message format, the messaging blocks will dynamically
update to match the desired format. An example of this is shown in Figure 7:

![Create Message Type](image)

Figure 7: Custom Message Creation

After this new message format has been created, the send and receive messages will now be
dynamically restructured to reflect the structure of the message format. An example of this is
shown in Figure 8; the receipt of the message type defined in Figure 7 is handled by the given
“when I receive” block:

![Chat Message Handler Block](image)

Figure 8: Chat Message Handler Block
5 NetsBlox Infrastructure

To support the network abstractions described above, distributed programming primitives (Section 2) and the overall application life-cycle, we have developed and deployed a cloud-based infrastructure and an easy-to-use web application.

The core infrastructure services include (1) hosting the web-based development environment, (2) data and application persistence, (3) RPC and message delivery services, (4) endpoint addressing, search and discovery and group communication and (5) application provisioning and instrumentation services. We host all elements of this infrastructure on the Amazon Web Services [2] cloud computing platform and provide all software components and deployment know-how on GitHub [7] with MIT open source licensing.

For supporting all communication primitives provided by NetsBlox, we have implemented a virtual network abstraction—introduced in Section 4—with a decentralized client-server architecture, inspired by the XMPP/Jabber protocol [10]. In this model, each node initiates a connection to and registers itself with one of the server nodes. All further communication (administrative and management messages as well as application packets) are routed through this connection. While the primary deployment model targets a single classroom of students at a time, this multi-homed architecture can scale to multiple large groups of users to collaborate from highly diverse geographical / administrative regions.

The high-level architecture of NetsBlox is shown in Figure 9. Servers—implemented with server-side JavaScript technologies—provide web services and host web applications (e.g., the development environment), which can be accessed by browser-based clients. Each active client maintains a connection to a communication gateway for using the proposed (virtual) network services. Applications, persistent data, configuration information, traces and logs will be stored in a Persistent Storage service. In a multi-homed deployment model, servers will connect to each other and to the Persistent Storage.

Containers share a common HTML5 / JavaScript codebase to host applications, which are adapted to mobile platforms using currently available technologies such as Apache Cordova [4]. The hosting environment can be executed on-demand or registered as a background service to allow remote application deployment and provisioning.

1 Currently, NetsBlox only supports a single region

Figure 9: Network Architecture
6 Conclusions

The paper introduced a visual programming language and corresponding web-based development environment called NetsBlox. NetsBlox is an extension of Snap! and it builds upon its visual formalism as well as its open source code base. NetsBlox adds distributed programming capabilities to Snap! In particular, it introduces two simple abstractions: messages and Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). Messages containing data can be exchanged by two or more NetsBlox programs running on different computers connected to the Internet. RPCs are called on a client program and are executed on the NetsBlox server. These two abstractions make it possible to create distributed programs, for example multi-player games or client-server applications. The paper illustrated the power of these abstractions by demonstrating a weather application with an integrated Google Map based interactive background and a couple of two-player games. We believe that NetsBlox will provide increased motivation to high-school students to become creators and not just consumers of technology. At the same time, it will help teach them basic distributed programming concepts.
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